
Attai Chen
Cross Breeding
01.02.14-22.03.14

‘This work is made of captured and
combined scraps of ideas throughout
cross-breeding and assembling different
materials, associations, moods‚ images
and memories. In a sense, it is being inside
an endless post-post-modernistic time,
existing in an ever changing reality that
intertwines into fantasy, mixture of cultures
and ideas creating a “hybrid” kind of
elusive reality. Is it serious or nonsensical?
A composition of words and images that
ostensibly do not make sense at all,
suddenly they tell a tale.’

Carina Chitsaz-Shoshtary
Karma Chroma
01.02.14-22.03.14

‘The starting point for all the pieces of
this series is colour: Paint itself is the
main material and colour the most
significant visual component. I collect
thick colour sheets from a graffiti wall
in Munich. By dividing the material
into fine layers, fragments of former
graffiti appear again- revealing surfaces
that resemble ancient frescoes. Here
I find all the colour compositions,
gradations and chroma I could picture
only in my most fertile imagination. In
this abundance of colour I discover the
eruption of a volcano or the dark and
light contours of a mountain chain in
the sunrise. The forms are emerging
from these images.’

Jie Sun
Camouflage
01.02.14-22.03.14

‘The unity of nature and human has been the fundamental principle of Chinese
culture and philosophy since ancient China (770-476 BC). This is the only way to
achieve a truly “Saint”, the harmony and combination of the nature (universe,
society, the others) and human beings( soul, mental/physical self). Camouflage is
my visual translation of this concern -being two at the same time being one, into
contemporary jewellery creation.’
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exhibition

Over the coming period Galerie Ra will
be presenting new jewellery by three artists:
Attai Chen, Carina Chitsaz-Shoshtary
and Jie Sun.
You are cordially invited to attend the
opening of this exhibition, in the presence
of the artists, on Saturday 1 February from
4 pm to 6 pm.

announcement
Because of participation of Galerie Ra in the fair Frame in Munich, Galerie Ra will be
closed 12 – 19 March.
Frame runs in Munich parallel to the international jewellery exhibition Schmuck 2014,
selected by Jorunn Veitteberg, with amongst others the by Galerie Ra represented
artists: Anne Achenbach, Peter Bauhuis, Laura Deakin, Paul Derrez, Georg Dobler,
Réka Fekete, Kyoko Fukuchi, Andi Gut, Gésine Hackenberg, Manon van Kouswijk,
Sally Marsland, Noon Passama and Jie Sun.
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